DIY CHALK PAINT
Grind up your chalk and combine with water OR use equal parts water & cornstarch and food color; Colors become more vibrant as they dry & a quick stir with a paintbrush will combine any settling cornstarch.

FROZEN CHOCOLATE CHALK
Combine equal parts water & cornstarch & cocoa powder; freeze the paint in ice cube trays overnight. Explore by painting, using as stamps or prints, conduct a science experiment as you watch them melt, etc!

SIDEWALK FOAM PAINT
Combine 4 oz. of glue, 1/2 cup white flour, 2-3 cups plain white shaving foam & food coloring in a plastic bag. Either snip the tip to squeeze out, pour the combined mixture into a squirt bottle, or use a bowl & paint brush to create a masterpiece.

Interested in more resources like this? Visit us at childcareanswers.com/yourchild/